Photon scatter kernels for intensity modulating radiation therapy filters.
The most important beam property while optimizing photon therapy is the ability to modulate the intensity of the beam. The use of photon absorbers for intensity modulation of beam profiles requires special attention to be paid to the alteration of beam properties due to scatter and spectral changes, in addition to the desired intensity modulation. In this study the influence of photon scatter in high-density filters irradiated with very narrow photon pencil beams was investigated. A simple analytical relation is developed to quantify the contribution by scattered photons. A scatter kernel was derived by convolving the first Compton scatter distribution with an approximate expression for the second-order scattered photons. The calculations were validated experimentally with film dosimetry and also by using Monte Carlo simulations. Results show that the difference in photon scatter estimation by different methods is relatively small when higher order scattering is accounted for. At 6 MV x-rays the agreement is slightly better than that for 18 MV x-rays results. The simple relation presented in this paper can be used to account for the scattered photon contribution in filter optimization codes to deliver biologically or physically optimized intensity modulated treatments.